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FROM THE DESK OF THE EDITOR

Sir Adamjee Haji Dawood

T

he name of Sir Adamjee Haji Dawood stands out in the annals of history of the Memon
Community. He was truly a great man, prominent industrialist and businessman, an
ardent soldier of Pakistan, a staunch follower of Quaid-e-Azam, Mr. Muhammad Ali
Jinnah. He was a great philanthropist and educationist.
Sir Adamjee Haji Dawood was born in Jetpur (Kathiawar, India) on 30th June 1880. He had
studied up to Class II. He left Jetpur for Rangoon, Burma to take up a job in a firm. He was a
brilliant and hardworking person. After serving for quite some time in Rangoon, he started his
own small business and gradually developed it on a very extensive scale.
He has the distinction of being the very first Muslim businessman to enter into the matches
industry and later into the Jute industry, which were monopolized by the Europeans, who did
not like his entrance in the industry and made all out efforts to remove him but he was the
man of determination, perseverance and integrity.
In due course of time, Adamjee associated with banking, insurance, shipping and other
industries as well as many businesses. He also took keen interest in social, educational, welfare
and other humanitarian services without distinction of cast, creed or religion. Sir Adamjee
presided over the 1st Session of all the India Memon Conference held at Rajkot in 1931. In his
address, he stressed the urgent need and importance of education. Realizing the overriding need
of education in the Memon Community, Sir Adamjee Haji Dawood established the Memon
Education & Welfare Society in 1933 in India. His dream was to see the Memon Community well
educated and playing an effective role in business and industry.
The Memon Education & Welfare Society has provided education to thousands of students.
After partition of the subcontinent, a similar society was established in Karachi, Pakistan
in 1950 in the name of Pakistan Memon Education & Welfare Society, which carried on the
mission of Sir Adamjee.
It would not be out of place to mention that Sir Adamjee Haji Dawood came to the rescue of
Pakistan economy and handed over a blank cheque to Quaid-e-Azam soon after creation of Pakistan.
The World Memon Organisation (WMO) is playing the role of Sir Adamjee in the 21st
Century in Pakistan and India. The contribution made by WMO has been commendable. The
WMO has provided financial assistance to thousands of school going children and students
of higher and professional education. Realizing the importance of education, many Memon
Jamats, schools and colleges have joined hands with WMO and have become partners in
education efforts.
The World Memon Organisation (WMO) humbly requests all Memon Jamats, Educational
Institutions run by Memons and philanthropists to follow the footsteps of Sir Adamjee and
join hands with WMO to further promote education in the Memon Community.
We must remember that “Together We can Achieve More” With joint efforts, we would be able to
achieve the target of cent per cent education in the Memon Community within a short period of time.
Pir Mohammad A. Kaliya
Editor-in-Chief
Memon Alam
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Sir Adamjee
Haji Dawood

T

he global personality of Sir Adamjee Haji Dawood needs no introduction. He was a renowned businessman and philanthropist of his time in
undivided British India and later Pakistan.
Born on 30th June 1880 in Jetpur, in the Indian state of Gujrat, Adamjee at an
early age joined his father’s trading business and traveled to Burma (now Myanmar) for better prospects. Restless, shrewd with a customary nerve for business
he quickly coordinated trading links in the commodities markets and established
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himself well enough to step out on his own. He was a visionary and a risk-taker.
His foray into business coincided with the rumblings of the two World Wars.
Adamjee was trading in rice, jute, matches and other articles of military use.
He had tied up most of his capital in accumulating stock piles of commodities.
This resulted in scarcity and vicious price escalation of items like matches, jute
among other essential goods leaving Adamjee with a windfall profit. Similarly
during the Second World War in 1942, Calcutta was under assault by the Japanese. In addition to other items, prices of jute plummeted in fear of the unknown. Adamjee again taking the contrary view, demonstrated his capacity and
vision as he bought shiploads of jute goods.
Through his farsightedness, this time he shipped jute to overseas markets
where shortage was driving up prices. Benefiting from this rapidly changing global needs, was another renowned Calcutta businessman, Mr. G.D. Birla. Birla,
during those turbulent times had discussed the matter with Adamjee. While still
in the midst of shipping off his jute consignments, opportunity smiled on him yet
again. Gradually, he started accumulating shares at a heavy discount on the Calcutta Stock Exchange. His anticipation that profits from selling the shares would
rein in the years to come, proved just right.
A businessman par excellence, Adamjee learnt that the maximum margin
of profit lies in manufacturing, as well as contributing significantly towards
employment generation. In 1921, he established a match factory in Rangoon,
Burma and by 1929, executed construction of a jute factory near Calcutta. After
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completion of the jute factory in 1931, he floated its shares on the Calcutta Stock
Exchange. This was the first public limited company floated by a Muslim. By
the end of the Second World War, Adamjee emerged as a prominent exporter of
jute from India.
Accumulating significant wealth, Adamjee went on to establish schools, colleges and hospitals in various parts of India and Burma. A philanthropist to the
core, Adamjee never refused to supporting a deserving cause. But as thorough
businessman he had to be convinced that the cause was worthy.
In 1933, realizing the overriding need for education in his own ethnic Gujrati
Memon community, he established the Memon Education & Welfare Society to
support the financially deprived students. His charitable activities were greatly appreciated by Muslims in India and they demanded that he be officially recognized
for it. Finally on 9th June 1938, Lord Bradbourne, Governor of Bengal conferred
the title of Knight Commander of Indian Empire to Adamjee. Thereafter he was
known as Sir Adamjee Haji Dawood.
On the issue of budgetary tax anomaly imposed on Muslim charity trusts,
Adamjee in 1928 was introduced to Barrister Muhammad Ali Jinnah. He was
impressed with Jinnah’s logical thinking and quiet strength and Jinnah with Adamjee’s will to fight for a Muslim cause. Jinnah saw Adamjee what the All India
Muslim League needed, an unflinching ally with the financial muscle to fund the
league.
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While fulfilling the League’s responsibilities, Adamjee became the single largest
donor as he took upon himself to fund the League’s costs. To face the challenges,
Adamjee engaged himself in politics at such a level that from here onwards, he
spent most his remaining life as one of Jinnah’s lieutenants. These lieutenants
were men of wealth, experience, wisdom and a deep sense of patriotism. They
were the men behind the scenes, they tipped the scale of power when it came to
matters of political import. Their power and wealth could subtly alter the course
of events. They did not drive politics in the subcontinent, but without them,
there would have been no Pakistan. These gentlemen fulfilled Jinnah’s requests
to bankroll and initiate a variety of ideological and nation building activities.
Some of them in which Adamjee participated and funded, was establishment of
a bank, an airline and a newspaper. The Muslim Commercial Bank was founded
in 1946, the Orient Airways was established to link the East to West Pakistan and
the daily Star of India.
During the events leading up to the partition of India on August 14,1947, since
the new nation condition was precarious or close to bankruptcy, Sir Adamjee
played a significant role and helped generously to overcome this financial problem.
By January 1948, Adamjee was overworked and exhausted. His weakened
heart was preventing him from attending work. However, as financial advisor,
Adamjee advised Jinnah on the urgent need for a central bank and subsequently
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a monetary policy, Jinnah then formed a committee that met on the 26th to structure and establish The State Bank of Pakistan. During the meeting, Adamjee
suffered a heart attack and collapsed.
The following night at Adamjee’s residence in Karachi, close friends and family
gathered around Admajee’s bed where he lay. ‘I have had a full life. I have no
regrets’, barely mumbling this, Adamjee’s great heart gave away on the 27th of
January 1948.
On Adamjee’s death, Jinnah mentioned in his address to the nation: “that if I
had a dozen men like Adamjee, Pakistan would have been achieved earlier. It is
truly a national loss to Pakistan”.
After Adamjee’s death his sons and their families moved to Karachi in West
Pakistan, and Dhaka in the east, to establish a business conglomerate there. In
this time during the 1950s and 1960s the glory from the jute business was at its
pinnacle. In 1951 the eldest son of Adamjee, Mr. A.W. Adamjee announced the
opening of the Adamjee Jute Mills, the largest jute factory in the World. It was
to a scale of a city with 25,000 workers and labour quarters housing 200,000
persons.
During the 1960s there were many royal visitors to Pakistan, and to the factory.
They were Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II and Prince Phillip Duke of Edin-
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burgh of England, His Imperial Highness The Crown Prince Akihito of Japan,
King Bhumibol Adulyadej and Queen Sirikit of Thailand, Mrs Eleanor Roosevelt, and Miss Fatima Jinnah among others. Over the decades Adamjee’s family
produced and introduced various products with the brand name “Adamjee”.
Most notably the jute products, Adamjee Textiles and fabrics and the Adamjee
Insurance Company.
Today the Adamjee name is a household name in Pakistan. It’s products &
services commands the image of superiority in quality in the eyes of the consumer. Sir Adamjee’s family continued with the legacy of charities, and established
educational institutions like Adamjee High School in Dhaka, Adamjee Cantonment College, Sir Adamjee Institute of Technology and The Adamjee Academic
Center in Karachi.
To pay respects and recognition to Sir Adamjee. The Government of Bangladesh and Pakistan named various streets and neighborhoods in Dhaka, Karachi,
Peshawar and Rawalpindi after him. In year 2000, Government of Pakistan
initiated and issued postage stamps with image of Sir Adamjee. Much later to Sir
Adamjee’s death. His family along with his ethnic Gujarati Memon Community
Patrons finally decided to publish a biography of his life. In 1985, ‘The Story of a
Great Patriot’ was published. in 2005 ‘The Merchant Knight’ was published.
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Visit of Mr. Shahid
Sangani, C.O.O. WMO
M

r. Shahid Sangani, Chief Operating Officer, World Memon Organization visited
the Memon Industrial and Technical Institute on 13th of December 2012 from
Colombo Sri Lanka.. He was accompanied by Mr. Pir Mohammad Kalya, Secretary
General WMO and Mr. Shoaib Mangroria, Vice President WMO-PC.

The guest was received at MITI by Mr. H.M. Shahzad, Chairman, MITI and Mr. Shahab Hasan, C.O.O. MITI. He was taken around the
Institute and shown the facilities in detail including the classrooms and workshops.
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Being an important member of WMO, he took lot of interest in
the activities of MITI and the progress over the years. He was very
much impressed by the facilities provided for the students especially
the ladies section.
He was all praise for the work of MITI and WMO Pakistan
Chapter for making a success of the project for upliftment of the
under privileged youth and asked a lot of questions about the op-

erational matters and discussed the future plans of MITI for extension of its facilities. Mr. H.M. Shahzad, Chairman MITI informed
him that from its inception till date, 23000 students had passed
out from MITI in various disciplines and our plan is now to train
students every year. He was also informed that MITI which started
with 7 courses for boys only is now giving training in 50 courses to
boys and ladies.

In his remarks,Mr.Shahid he praised the work being done at MITI and prayed for its greater success. He also praised the efforts of the
Staff and Management of MITI for creating such an atmosphere of learning.

Mr. Shahid also visited Memon Institute of Hijama Therapy, run by MITI. He was very much impressed with the arrangements of
Hijama Islamic treatment.
The office bearers of WMO and MITI thanked Mr. Sangani for taking time to visit MITI and his interest in the operations of the Institute.
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Beggary
a curse for the society
B

eggary is always considered to be
a social evil and a curse for the
society but even then street beggars
are a common sight in all towns and cities,
outside mosques, religious gatherings and
places of rush.
No matter how much beggary is condemned by every society, whether developed or a poor country, the trend of begging could not stop and the beggars can be
found in mushrooms. Beggars always try
to catch the sympathies of people by their
shaggy looks, clad in rags, shivering in
cold or with sun-burn skins, they could be
seen everywhere begging in the name of
God. As the time is changing so are the
tactics of begging and one can see amazingly new styles of begging. One obvious
reason for this evil is illiteracy, poverty
and unemployment but at the same time
the other major reason is that begging has
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become quite a paying profession.
Due to beggary many evil practices have
come into existence which are destroying not only our social norms but also
creating law and order situation. Kids are
kidnapped and sold to be trained and used
for begging. At times they are brutally
crippled made lame, blind, etc. One of
the housewife said it is our social and religious duty to help needy and poor. She
further said that she gives alms to old and
crippled people who spend their whole
day in scorching heat and at the end of
the day they could only manage to make
30 or 40 rupees. But most of the people
reject it while terming it encouraging for
the professional beggars.
A student termed beggars as a great
nuisance and blot on humanity They must
be apprehended and taught some craft and
made to work. The kidnappers, the sellers

and the owners who make the kids beg,
should be given exemplary punishments in
a very emotional manner. It is our mutual
duty to help the weak and hungry and the
suffering people. But by dispensing alms as
charity, we do not help them. We should
help to educate and rehabilitate them.
Some beggars are so hale and hearty, so
young and healthy that they do not deserve
charity at all. The deserving cases are few
of those who are crippled or lame, deaf or
dumb, blind or handicapped. They are incapacitated and cannot earn their living. The
number of beggars in our country is rising.
It is really a curse that even able-bodied
citizens resort to begging.
Begging should be banned and there is a
dire need for a legislation to end this profession. However, deserving cases should be
helped and others should be given gainful
employment.
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Oscar Builders Pvt.Ltd. Chairman

Mr.Shabbir Noor
Mohammad Patel Awarded

Alhaaj Shabbir Noor Mohammad Patel (59) Chairman-Oscar Builder Pvt.Ltd. Mumbai
was recently awarded with the Indra Gandhi Sadbhavna Award by Honorable Governor
of Chhattisgarh Shri Shekhar Datt in New Delhi.
He Has been awarded third time within a span function at Jumeirah Emirates Tower
(Dubai) for best Reality Award and he was honored in a grand leadership and Upcoming
Business Entrepreneur Gandhi National Integration Award in New Delhi. Below in picture Alhaaj Shabbir Noor Mohammad Patel, Mrs. Shehnaz Shabbir Noor Mohammad
Patel, his son Master Noor Mohammad Patel Shaking hand with governor-Chhatishgarh
and other dignitiaries.
MEMON ALAM
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Ideology Of Pakistan
& Quaid-e-Azam
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Q

uaid-e-Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah, the great leader of Muslims of
Sub Continent gave practical shape
to the ideology given by Allama Iqbal. He
had a strong belief in Hindu Muslim unity
and was of the opinion that both Hindus and
Muslims should launch joint efforts to get rid
of British rule. After joining Muslim league
in 1913, he continued with his efforts to bring
about Hindu Muslim unity but he was greatly
disappointed to see the prejudicial attitude of
the Congress and Hindus towards the Muslims. Quaid-e-Azam believed that Congress
and Hindus would never recognize the rights
of Muslims. He declared while representing the Muslims in the Second Round Table
Conference in 1913 that the Hindu Muslim
dispute must be settled before the enforcements of any system or constitution. Until
you do not give guarantee for the safeguard
of the Muslim interest any constitution shall
not last for even 24 hours. Quiad-e-Azam was
a firm advocate of two nation theory which
became the ideological basis of Pakistan.
He considered the Muslims as a separate
nation. He defined the two nation theory
as” The Muslims are a nation by every right
to establish their separate homeland. They
can adopt any means to promote and protect
their economic social, political and cultural
interests.”
Mr. Muhammad Ali Jinnah was a
remarkable person, an extra ordinary statesman and unique for his political sagacity. He was no Wali or Saint in terms of
religious terminology but he was certainly
a political saint for the Muslims of the subcontinent. Whereas the walis and saints did
a great service to Islam by converting countless infidels to the true faith and spiritually
guiding faithfuls to follow the right path,
Mr. Jinnah as a political saint turned the
Muslim minority of the Indian Sub-Continent into a nation and emancipated them
from the evil axis of Anglo-Hindu tyranny
and domination by guiding and leading
them to the eventual goal of Pakistan, a safe
heaven for them and established the largest
Muslim state. The services of Mr. Jinnah
as political saint are no less momentous
to the Muslims of South Asia as those of
the spiritual walis and saints to Islam. The
clerics and the orthodox may not agree with
me but in the present day and age, facts
of history cannot be ignored. Let us not
forget that Islam is a progressive religion
and we must interpret it in the context of
present day thinking. I wrote earlier about
theocracy and secularism. I tributed Quaide- Azam by presenting the ideologies of his
personality. This time around, I questioned
social activists and philanthropists about
their take on Pakistan’s ideology. Here is
what they responded.
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Rida Hussain – University of Karachi:
As we all are conscious of the ideology of
one nation policy on which Pakistan was
built and being a Pakistani, I observe people
around me celebrating 14th August with
great enthusiasm and commemorating the
efforts of Quaid-e-Azam. The question that
often strikes my mind is that, does our onus
ends with celebrating and expressing love
for our country on one single day? Where is
our spirit of nationalism when we proclaim
slogans based on ethnicities and thus divide
ourselves on ethnic lines. Therefore, in my
opinion present Pakistan is not in any way
of par with Quaid-e-Azam’s ideology as
the real purpose of building Pakistan is lost
somewhere in this chaotic environment
Tuba Athar – Meet News World: A Big
No! Currently our social sector figures lowest
in national priorities. The health, education,
transportation and other public related services are woefully inadequate due to number of
factors primarily lack of vision to make them
universal, accessible, organized and modern.
We will have to take measures to stop this
threat. The people of Pakistan will have to
fulfill their duties as individuals and also synergize their efforts as a community to stop it
from destabilizing our social structure. Almost
we are facing national paralysis, no one is
ready to take on the challenge to get Pakistan
out of this state of flux.
Mahjabeen – University of Karachi:
Baba-e-Qaum and our great leader Quaid-eAzam Muhammad Ali Jinnah, who worked
with all his zeal and zest for the betterment

of Muslims to live at a place where they
have the rights to live their lives according
to the principle of Islam, a place where not
only Muslims but all human beings can
breath in open air without any suffocation,
a place where all the goodness, decency,
probity, honesty and integrity lies. If we really think that this is the land that our Quaid
always wanted for Muslims in his life, we
are wrong! If we really want to retrieve the
true ideology of Pakistan, we should have
to retrieve ourselves first. Pakistan is not a
poor country; it is just a poorly managed
country.
Haad Bin Hassan – PAF KIET: Pakistan
is in no way on par with Quaid-e -Azam’s
Pakistan. His ideology of a nation was based
on Muslim brotherhood and international
values. He believed beyond ethnicities and
sects. The current Pakistan is divided all on
ethnic, sectarian, political and institutional
basis. Also Pakistan as a nation has forgotten its core values, given up its traditions and
seems like washing away with the flow of the
world. Modernity was the core value endorsed
by both Islam and Quaid-e-Azam but with
modernity, a greater emphasis was laid on
remembrance of self. Thus we need to rethink
our attitude, reconsider our values and start
fresh for Quaid’s Pakistan.
Following the survey, I analyzed, Pakistan’s issue is not in those who are leading
it, rather in those following the leadership
blindly. Let’s together unite and strive for
Quaid-e-Azam’s Pakistan built upon the
concepts of a liberal, tolerant and peaceful
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Recitation
of
god’s
names

I

t literary means mentioning remembrance and recollection, in thje
terminology of the Sufis, Zikr denotes
regular recitation of one or some of Allah’s Names at one time. Some spiritual
or Sufi orders prefer to recite: Allah (the
proper Nam of the Divine Being; others recite: La ilaha illa’llah (There is no
deity but God (Allah), the declaration of
Divine Unity; and others recite one or a
few of the other Names, according to the
choice of the order’s master.
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Like thankfulness, such recitation is
a duty of servant-hood to be performed
both verbally and actively and also with
one’s heart and other conscience faculties.
Verbal recitation ranges from mentioning Allah Almighty with all His Beautiful
names and sacred attributes, praising,
exalting and glorifying Him; proclaiming
one’s helplessness and destitution before
Him in prayer and supplication; reciting
and following His Book (the Quran), and
announcing His signs in nature and the
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seal special to Him on each object and
event.
Recitation with the conscience faculties,
primarily the heart, consists of reflecting
on the proofs of His Existence and Unity,
and His All Beautiful Names and Attributes that glow in the book of creation
(the universe), meditating on His orders
and prohibitions, His promises and threats
and the reward and punishment issuing
from His Lordship to design or order our
lives, and trying to penetrate the mysteries behind the veil of visible existence by
studying creation and following certain
spiritual disciplines. In addition, one can
repeatedly observe the heavenly beauties
manifested as a result of such penetration; one comes to the conclusion that
whatever exists in the universe pulses with
messages from the high empyrean world,
manifesting the meaning of the Realm of
the Transcendental Manifestation of Divinity and functioning as a window upon
the Truth of truths.
Those who feel this constant pulsing
existence hear the Realm of the Transcendental Manifestation of Divinity
speaking eloquently and observe the
manifestations of Grace and Majesty
through those windows are so enraptured
with such unimaginable spiritual pleasure
that one hour spent with such pleasure is
equal to hundreds of years spent without
it. As a result, they advance along their
way to eternity immersed in Divine gifts
and spiritual delight.
When the one reciting God’s names,
feels the light of the Glorified Face
surrounding all existence, he or she is
rewarded with the sight of indescribable
scenes and, becoming aware of all the
other beings reciting Allah’s Name in the
same tongue, begins to recite His Names.
Reciting Allah’s Names sometimes
causes the person reciting to enter a
trance-like state in which their self is lost,
Those who enter this entranced state or
ecstatic contemplation utter such phrases
as: There is none existent save He; There
is nothing witnesses and observe save He
and There is no diety but Allah. There
are others who, meaning and keeping
in mind all Divine Names according to
the inclusiveness of their consciousness,
pronounce only but Allah and continue to
declare His Unity.
These seconds spent in this atmosphere
of nearness to Allah and His company,
the seconds of light and radiance, are
much happier and more rewarding with
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respect to eternal life (in the Hereafter)
than years spent with no light. This Is
what is referred to in a saying attributed
to the Prophet (may peace be upon him) ‘I
have a time with my Allah when neither any angel nearest to Allah nor any
Prophet sent as Messenger can compete
with me’.
Active or bodily recitation consists
in practicing religion with utmost care,
enthusiastically performing all obligations
and consciously refraining from all prohibitions. Verbal profundity and awareness
largely depend on active recitation, which
also means knocking on the door of Divinity, searching for remittance, proclaiming one’s helplessness and destitution,
and taking refuge in the Divine Power and
Wealth.
One who regularly and repeatedly mentions Allah, or recites one or some of His
Names, is taken under His protection and
supported by Him, as if having made a
contract with Him. The verse: Remember and mention Me, and I will remember
and mention you, expresses this degree
of recitation, by which one’s feeling and
sincere admittance of his or her innate
destitution before Allah becomes a source
of wealth, and helplessness a source of
power. This verse also means that one’s
regular remembrance an worship of Allah
will result in His bestowal of favor and
bounties
Invoking and calling upon Him brings
forth His favors. One who remembers
Him even while going about his or her
daily affairs and preoccupations will find
all obstacles removed in both this world
and the next. His company will always be
felt and he will befriend one left alone and
in need of friends
Those who struggle in His cause to
spread His Name will be saved from
humiliation in both this world and the
Hereafter. Such sincere endeavors will be
rewarded with special favors and ranks
that one cannot now imagine. The desire
to mention Him and recite His Names
will be rewarded with Divine help, so that
such activities can continue and guidance
can be increased.
Recitation is the essence of all types
or acts of worship, and the origin of this
essence is the Quran. Then comes the luminous, celebrated words of the Prophet
(may peace be upon him). All recitation,
whether audible or silent, attracts and
embodies the manifestations of the light
of Allah’s Glorified ‘face’.
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Visit of Mr. Taufiq Lakhani
from India

M

r. Taufiq Lakhani, a Member of the Board of Management of the India Chapter who lives
in Pune was on a visit to Karachi. During his visit, ssshe also visited the Memon Industrial
and Technical Institute on 20th December 2012. He was accompanied by Mr. Pir Mohammad
Kalya, Secretary General WMO and Mr. Shoaib Mangroria, Vice President WMO-PC.

The guest was received at MITI by Mr.
H.M. Shahzad, Chairman, MITI and Mr.
Shahab Hasan, C.O.O. MITI. He was taken
around the Institute and shown the facilities
provided to the students including the classrooms and workshops.
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The guest was received at MITI by Mr. H.M. Shahzad, Chairman, MITI and Mr. Shahab Hasan, C.O.O. MITI. He was taken around the
Institute and shown the facilities provided to the students including the classrooms and workshops.

The guest was received at MITI by Mr. H.M. Shahzad, Chairman, MITI and Mr. Shahab Hasan, C.O.O. MITI. He was taken around the
Institute and shown the facilities provided to the students including the classrooms and workshops.

In his remarks he praised the social work being done by the brothers and sisters of the memon community in Pakistan. He also praised the
efforts of the Staff and Management of MITI for creating such an atmosphere of learning. He donated a residential flat for MITI.

The office bearers of WMO and MITI thanked Mr. Taufiq Lakhani for his magnanimous gesture and assured him that it would be used in
the best possible way for realizing the mission of the World Memon Organization.
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The importance of

internships
F

or quite sometime, internships were
set aside and students were conferred the Master’s degree without
submitting any reports or proof of practical
experience in their respective disciplines.
This highly importance aspect now has
become compulsory for students of higher
educational institutions in order to learn
the practical aspects of the subject in which
they are enrolled in.
Internships, is a very healthy and fruitful
exercise and is a common practice for years.
Unfortunately, the students who treat it like
any other academic project/course work,
do not achieve the maximum gains from it.
Nothing can be compared with internships
in terms of getting professional knowledge
during student’s academic career. The main
reason for not being able to take advantage
of this practice is being unaware of its benefits and advantages. Besides there is also
a lack of guidance at the university level in
context of how to apply for internships and
how to turn it into a job opportunity.
The university[higher education institute
plays no other role than issuance of a letter
which only verifies the enrolment of the students in that institute. The students mostly
apply for internships while presenting the
letter to the organizations without any other
formal documentation which does not at
all leave a good impression. No matter
how keen and interested you are in interning, if your application is not submitted in
a professional manner, you are treated less
seriously and more as a formality if given
a chance to serve the organization. In fact,
many of the candidates are not recruited as
interns due to lack of formal procedure.
From the very first year of admission in
a university, the students should look for
all the available options for internships.
For some students, it can be too early to
think about interning at this stage because
the term itself is introduced to them in the
third or final year of the program. In this
regard, the views and experiences of senior
and passing out students can be very crucial
and helpful. Apparently each subject has
multiple dimensions and it can be difficult
for a newcomer to understand all of them.
He or she definitely needs proper guidance
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to specify particular area of subject to experience practical work in it. Before taking
the final decision, a student must ensure
whether he or she is interested in it or not.
No matter what the scope of the field
you are in, the whole experience can go in
vain if gained without interest. So choose
an area which you are passionate about.
Internship can be both of the paid or unpaid
kind but try and not be attracted by incentives at this point. Just pay attention to the
relevancy.
The students most often apply for internships out of the season. They visit the
companies themselves, drop their CVs at
the reception and think that they have done
their job. But in fact they should submit
their details to the HR department if they
want to hear from them. In the future, in
some cases, it becomes rally hard to clinch
an internship in the preferred field. Your
relations and contacts are the most helpful
sources in such circumstances. They work
as a reference for you So always keep calm
and maintain good relations with your
teachers, seniors and the other people in
your circle. You never know which person
may help you when.
In order to achieve optimum results, the

interns should try to actively participate
in each activity held at the organization
they are working at and should accomplish
the tasks assigned to them on time. If
your management is impressed with your
active participation and improved performance, nobody can stop you from making a
permanent place in that organization. In
this regard, the documentation of the daily
progress report can be very beneficial for
self evaluation and fine presentation of
your completed tasks before your concerned
department. During internship, you also
should not be busy impressing your manager or head of department only, try to treat
all you colleagues with equal respect. Do
not forget to exchange contact details with
all of them and keep in touch with them for
future opportunities.
On the completion of your internship,
you must write a detailed report stating all
your learning experiences at the organization. One copy of the report should be
submitted to the university department for
obtaining marks and another should be submitted to the concerned department of the
organization you interned with along with a
gratitude letter for letting your work there.
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MICRO FINANCE SCHEME

World Memon Organization

Micro Finance
Scheme

U

nder the Micro Finance Scheme of the World Memon Organization small business
owners are provided interest-free loans of Rs.10,000/- (Rupees ten thousand only
to micro business owners for expansion of their existing business. The loan so
granted is to be recovered in monthly installments of Rs.1,000/-.
All the members of the Memon Jamats which are affiliated with All Pakistan Memon Federation can avail this facility to expand their small business.
The terms and conditions of availing the loan are enumerated hereunder :
•

The loan will only be granted to the applicant for expansion of in his/her running business, having at least 3 years experience and not for starting a fresh business.

•

Application may be submitted on the prescribed form which can be collected from
WMO’s office,any time during office hours.

•

Along with the application form, the applicant should submit copies of the CNIC and
the respective Jamat Card.

•

Recent passport size photograph to be pasted on the form.

•

Two reference of the Memon gentlemen.

•

The application form is to be verified by the Secretary General of the concerned Jamat.

•

Approval or rejection of the application will be entirely at the discretion of the Micro
Finance Committee.

For further details, please visit WMO office at the following address :
Address: WMO House, 32/8, Street No. 6
Muslimabad, Off Kashmir Road
Karachi.
Telephone (Off) 349 10437 349 11642 & 34911963
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9 Reasons Why
An Apple a Day Really
Keeps the Doctor Away
Y

es, we’ve been hearing it since
forever (we don’t eat it even then,
anyway), but ever wondered what
makes an apple so special? Why is it that we
never hear ‘an orange’ or ‘a banana a day
keeps the doctor away’? It’s because apple
has properties that no other fruit has and its
benefits have been proven overtime. These
benefits might be present in other fruits, but
just individually, whereas an apple combines everything and makes it simpler; and
it has been shown over and over that if it’s
not simple, easy and fast, people won’t take
care of their health. So, here goes the nine
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reasons all doctors fear!

1- Contains Vitamin C
Vitamin C is imperative for one’s immune
system and aids immensely in its proper
functioning and betterment. People who
lack Vitamin C in their diet have poor healing, bruise easily and have bleeding gums.

2-Prevents Heart Diseases
The reason it can prevent both coronary heart
disease and cardiovascular disease is because
apples are rich in flavonoid. Flavonoids are
also known for their antioxidant effects.

3-Low in Calories

A regular size apple has between 70-100
calories. Eating an apple when craving for
candy or chocolate can make the desire disappear since apple in itself contains sugar,
but gives you only ¼ of the calories.

4-Prevents Cancers
Notice the plural. We all know that cancer
comes in several forms and in different
places. Apple targets multiple cancers such
as colon cancer, prostate cancer and breast
cancer in women.
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5-Contains Phenols

Phenols have a double effect on cholesterol.
It reduces bad cholesterol and increases
good cholesterol. They prevent LDL cholesterol from turning into oxidized LDL,
a very dangerous form of bad cholesterol
which can be deadly.

6-Prevents Tooth Decay
Tooth decay is an infection that seriously
damages the structure of your teeth, which
is caused primarily because of bacteria.
The juice of the apples has properties that
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can kill up to 80% of bacteria. So there you
have it, an apple a day also keeps the dentist
away!

7-Protects from Brain Disease
This is something many people don’t
know, and when you consider that your
brain makes the person you are, it gives
a whole new perspective. Apple has substances called phytonutrients, and these
phytonutrients prevents neurodegenerative
diseases like Alzheimer’s and Parkinsonism.

8-Healthier Lungs
A research at the University of Nottingham
Research shows that people who eat 5 apples or more per week have lower respiratory problems, including asthma.

9-They Taste Great!
And not only that, they also come in many
flavours and colours. Not in a mood for a green
apple? Why not get a red one, or a Macintosh!
Their taste can vary greatly, but still give you all
the apple benefits. Variety is an important element to maintaining your health.
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Walk Your Talk…
One Step at a Time

D

o you claim health is important to
you–then skip the gym for 6 weeks?
Do you believe being productive
is important, but work only on the night
before a deadline? Do you believe relationships are important, but let your social life
stagnate? How do you close that gap between what you value and how you behave?
Blogging has helped me close that gap
by forcing me to walk my talk. I’m far from
perfect. Like everyone, I make mistakes and
often fail to live up to the things I consider
important. But writing has made it easier to
stay consistent with those values instead of
falling into excuses.
Progress, Not Perfection
Imperfections are part of life. I think
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it’s sad that some people feel that because
being perfectly consistent with your values
is impossible, that there is no point trying
to debug the inconsistencies. Some self-improvement cynicism is the result of demanding the impossible, expecting perfection
instead of progress.
My goal has been to notice gaps between
my philosophy of life and my behaviors. I’m
certainly nowhere near perfection, but even
in just a few years of deliberately pursuing this strategy, I’ve made improvements.
Here are a few of the inconsistencies I’ve
debugged over the past few years:
1. From Slob to Productive. Productivity
and organization were important to me,
but I was a messy, undisciplined procras-

tinator. Focusing on building the right
habits and training myself has almost
completely closed this gap.
2. Unhealthy to Fit. My health and energy
levels were important to me, but until
a few years ago, I rarely exercised and
didn’t have great eating habits. Fast forward to today and I eat a vegetarian diet
while exercising regularly.
3. Non-reader to Literary Glutton. I would
have read less than a dozen books in
2002 or 2003. Over the last few years I’ve
averaged about 50-70 books each year.
4. Night Owl to Early Riser. After reading
about the potential benefits of waking up
early for productivity, I made the switch
from waking up at 7:30-8:00 back to
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5:30.
5. Unconscious Spender to Budget Maker.
After seeing how my finances weren’t
being guided, I put in place a more thorough system for recording and budgeting
my expenses.
6. Occasional Downloader to Abstainer.
I’m against downloading music (illegally). But laziness in this belief meant
that music would sometimes wind up on
my hard drive from less than reputable
sources. I stopped adding new music to
my library that wasn’t paid in full several
months ago. Recently I took the final
step of cleaning my harddrive and MP3
player of any remaining music.
7. Shy to Extroverted. A few years ago my
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social life was nearly a zero. I had only a
few close friends and wasn’t as outgoing as I’d like to be. Now I have many
friends and enjoy being spontaneous in
meeting new people.
I point out these changes because none
were instantaneous. Even after I had decided my beliefs on an issue, it took work
to change my behaviors. The moment I
declared productivity important to myself, I
was still a slob. It took a few years of effort
to reach the point I’m at today.
From an outside perspective, however,
nobody sees that effort. I still get comments
from readers that assume I was somehow
born productive, early-rising or health-conscious. They don’t see the failed attempts I

had in implementing GTD, the days I slept
right through my alarm or the four failed
thirty day trials I went through before exercising stuck.
I need to take some of the blame for this,
because I generally only write about my
self-improvement efforts after the fact. Since
self-improvement involves so many missteps
and dead-ends, I don’t usually find it useful
to write about something until I’ve made
significant progress in it myself. You only
have to look at the current ups and downs
of my dating life to see why I don’t share
too much advice on that yet.
How to Gradually Debug Your Inconsistencies
Unlike a computer program, your software can never have zero-defects. Instead,
try to think of self-improvement as trying to
reach 98% bug-free. You will inevitably fail
to meet your values some of the time, but
those errors won’t matter too much in the
long run.
In order to effectively debug your inconsistencies, you need the right tools. There
are many different strategies to debug, but
I’d like to share a few tools that were “Aha!”
moments for myself. These tools were the
difference between using a scalpel and a
blunt club for my own debugging:
30 Day Trials. Commit to an idea
1.
for thirty days, every day. If you mess up
on Day 29, you go back to the start. This
tool has been invaluable for me in changing
many different habits. I’ve probably done
over two dozen of these since I first heard
of them from Steve Pavlina.
2.
Writing out Goals. A goal doesn’t
matter unless it is on paper. This applies to
simple goals like “Exercise tomorrow” as
much as it applies to big goals like “Become
a millionaire.” Before I started writing out
my goals, it was only my emotional compass that would decide whether something
would get done that day.
3.
Breaking Down Fears. If something terrifies you, chop it into pieces you
can swallow. Public speaking was an area I
took one speech at a time, taking on larger
audiences and more difficult presentations.
Training your courage like a muscle was a
better strategy for me than relying on willpower.
I’m still finding new tools, but the fact
that this list is small shows that selfimprovement doesn’t need to be overly
complicated. One good tool, if practiced,
can debug a large range of problems.
Nobody can be perfect. But there is still
immense value you can get from debugging those inconsistencies. Making the gap
between your walk and your talk a little bit
smaller.
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What
Do You
Want to
Do With
Your Life?

W

hat do you want to do with your
life? It’s a question almost everyone asks themselves. It’s also
a question I don’t believe you should bother
asking in the first place.
“I don’t know what I want to do in life, all
I know is that it isn’t this.”
That was the sentiment a friend reflected
to me. She’s in her mid-twenties, smart, savvy and hard working. But she is still stuck
working jobs that don’t hover much beyond
minimum wage. Every year, she tells me,
that she applies for Universities, but never
goes through with it. Why? Because she
can’t answer that question.
Passion Evolves
I worry a lot of people fall into the same
trap. The trap of believing that they need
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to make big life decisions before they can
start doing anything. The trap that you need
to be born with a passion. And the lie that
being able to combine your interests with a
profession is easy.
When people ask me what I’m going to
be doing in five or ten years, I usually tell
them I’m going to be an entrepreneur. “Oh.
What’s your business going to be?” I have
reason to believe this internet business could
be it. Between revenues and freelance work
I’m expecting to make about ten thousand
dollars this year. Concentrated effort for the
next four or five years could definitely make
this a livable income.
But I don’t usually say that. Because it
isn’t the point. In all honesty, I have no idea
where I am going to be in a decade. My

track record shows that my passions have
evolved considerably, even over the last
couple years.
Ben Casnocha, the 19-year old CEO of
Comcate, shows how his passion didn’t start
with a flash of insight, in the book My Start
Up Life :
“It didn’t start with a dream. It didn’t start
with in a garage. It didn’t even start with an
innovative epiphany, which are perhaps entrepreneurs’ most overplayed recollections.”
He continues, relating the story of Jerry
Kaplan’s epiphany moment in Kaplan’s
book, Start Up. To which Ben adds, “I wish
my epiphany were as primal. It wasn’t, and
most aren’t.” [emphasis mine]
As Ben shares his story of being a teenage CEO, it becomes clear that his passion
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evolved. There were interests in entrepreneurship and making a difference. But
from these interests, he made smaller steps,
each building a passion. I don’t believe his
journey ever started with deciding what he
wanted to do with his life.

Replace Decision with
Curiosity
Instead of making definite decisions
about a career path, I believe you should
get curious. Get curious about the way the
world works. Notice your own interests and
find small ways you can exercise passion in
something. Even if you can’t find a way to
make money off of it yet.
The bridge from passion to money-maker
can’t be made hastily. Interests often get
discarded because they cannot be immediately relayed into a source of income. And
therefore aren’t as important as work that
does.
Blogging is a great example. I know many
bloggers who want to go pro. They want to
take the interest they have and turn it into a
passionate source of income. But blogging
isn’t easy. Even the most rapid successes
I’ve seen, took over a year before the author
could claim blogging as more than a hobby.
And those were due to writing talent, luck
and an incredible amount of work.
Patience is a necessary ingredient in
evolving a passion. But even more, you need
to be open to other possibilities.
Interest to Income Isn’t a Straight Path
80% of new businesses fail in the first five
years. But more interesting, is that of the
20% that succeeded, most didn’t do so in the
way they had expected to.
Before setting up his immensely popular
website, Steve Pavlina believed he would
make most his revenue through products
and workshops. But close to five years later,
he makes all of it from advertising and affiliate sales. A revenue prospect he downplayed
when making his business plan.
Similarly, I don’t believe that most people’s passions follow a straight path. Scott
Adams began with a degree in economics
and a position in a bank and now he is the
successful cartoonist who created Dilbert.
Seven Steps to Evolving a Passion… and
Making it Work
Step One – Gather Sparks of Curiosity
Don’t have an inferno of passion driving
your actions yet? Don’t worry about it.
Most people I know don’t. And if you are
under thirty, you are probably in the overwhelming majority.
The first steps is to simply invest your
energy into whims. Those little sparks of
interest where you don’t know enough to
make them a passion. Ben Casnocha calls
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this seeking randomness. For me, it has
been a process of finding my intuition and
using it to make small investments in things
that are potentially interesting.
This means reading different books,
taking on different activities and meeting
different people. Broad associations gives a
lot of chances to stumble on a passion that
can work.

Step Two: Fan the Flames
of Interest
After exposing yourself to a lot of randomness, you need to cultivate the successes.
Build upon the little sparks of interest that
come by your life. If you read a book about
physics and like the subject, try taking a
physics class. If you enjoy some basic programming try a small software project.
Step Three: Cut Out Distractions
Cultivating whims and exploring new
passions requires time. One of the reasons
I’ve placed such an emphasis on productivity with myself, is that without it I couldn’t
explore these options.
If your interests are genuine and worth
exploring, it shouldn’t be too difficult to
eliminate the non-essentials. Distractions
such as television, excess internet usage and
video games only take a bit of conditioning
to free up. The hard part is reallocating time
you don’t believe is yours.

Step Four: Living
Minimally
If you already have a job you aren’t passionate about, work only as much as you need
to keep going. Valid passions need time to
grow into income generating skills.
I don’t suggest becoming a starving artist and racking up huge debts. But avoid
expanding your life to fit a bigger and bigger
paycheck if you aren’t living your passion.
Otherwise you simply trap yourself into a
life that is comfortable, but otherwise dead.
Leo Babauta, author of ZenHabits is a great
example of this. With six kids, freelancing
work and another job to help support his family he found ways to cut expenses and focus on
his passion. His website has quickly grown to
become incredibly popular, and I wouldn’t be
surprised if it was a stable source of income
for him in a few years. Live minimally, and
avoid getting trapped into a comfortable, but
unsatisfying, life.

Step Five: Make a Passion
that Creates Value
If you have a skill that creates social value,
you can make money through almost any
medium. Monetizing a passion takes skill,

as any entrepreneur can tell you, but without providing legitimate value it is impossible.
You need to transform your developing
passions into a skill that can fill human
needs. Some passions are easy to translate.
An interest in computers could allow you
to become a software designer. Others are
more difficult. A passion for poetry, may
be more difficult to meet a specific human
need.

Step Six: Find a Way to
Monetize That Value
Once you have the ability to create social
value, you need to turn that into a repeatable process for gaining income. This could
be in the form of a job. As a programmer
you could get hired by Google. Or, it could
lead to becoming a freelancer or an entrepreneur.
Monetizing value isn’t easy. It requires
that you learn how to market, sell yourself,
and find ways to connect human needs.
Whether you intend to work in a job or own
a business makes no difference. You are the
CEO of your life, so you need to know how
to connect your passions with serving other
people.

Step Seven: Go Back to
Step One
Describing this process in steps is misleading. It implies that there is a destination.
There is no destination. The process of following whims, cultivating passions, turning
them into valuable skills and then finally
earning revenue from them is lifelong. I
have some passions that are in steps one and
two. This blog is in the midst of step six. In
ten years I may have gone through them all
with a completely different passion.
Not all your passions will or can finish
the sixth step. But as persistent as the myth
you need to decide what you want to do
with your life, is the myth you can only have
one passion. I’m at a point where cultivating passions has meant I have too many
options. Too many possible paths that could
lead to enjoyable and fulfilling careers.
Don’t obsess over one failed attempt.

What do you want to do
with your life?
Your life doesn’t need to go through a
predictable story arc. It doesn’t have to start
with a dream, follow through hard work
and end up in a nice home with four bedrooms. Instead it can twist and travel. You
don’t have to know the final answer, you
just need to act on the next step.
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Winters in

Karachi

T

emperatures do not drop as much
in Karachi a they do in the north
of Pakistan, but that still does not
prevent the city people from getting in on
the action. Indeed the weather in Karachi
is like a moody teenager so you never know
how cold or warm it will be. But come November, the air turns chilly and the Karachiites start preparing for the mild winter with
much gusto and fervor.
Many things are spontaneous and unpredictable. Just like the winters in Karachi.
For one day we might write off winters and
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say winter is over and the springy midsummer feel is back in our city, but the very
next day, or hour, the Quetta winds may
lash back at you. You know that from the
sudden crackle of dryness on your skin and
the parched feeling in your throat in the
middle of the night.
Winter brings new zing to the culinary
experience of Karachi. You will see inexpensive munchies like roasted peanuts and
steamed shakarkandi and karari gajjak and
dry fruits. Hot nihari and gola-kababs are
eaten in a jiffy, lest the ghee on top freezes

to a crust. A rise in the sales of paye on
meat shops is seen. Barbeque is being done
on terraces. Halwaas make life a sensory
joy. Dinners and socializing reaches a
crecendo, which means more food in every
possible way. Breakfasts, brunches, lunches,
high-teas, dinners and the in-between and
after dinner coffee sessions, with finger food
on the side.
Bonfire nights are very popular in
Karachi, so if you are staying with those
who have a roof space, as many families
have these specially constructed for casual
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gatherings like these, then by all means
plan a bonfire. Dry fruits are the best this
time of the year so sit around the fire, sing
songs and eat fresh peanuts roasted in their
shells. Another favorite delicacy at this
time is Kashmiri Chai, a cardamom-scented
pink colored hot beverage that is incredibly
soothing to sip it in the cold.
Most tourists to the city are those who
have come to attend weddings of various
relatives. Indeed winter season should be
renamed to wedding season because the
heat in Karachi is so intense that it is in
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everyone’s best interests to have a winter
wedding. So this one activity the tourists
could indulged in, provided they have relatives and friends.
In winters water temperature of sea and
oceans becomes warm therefore, an activity
of venture and joy with the name of underwater diving is enjoyed by Karachi divers.
The water near Churna Island is clear blue
and looked inviting the divers. But perhaps
the best part of winters in Karachi is that
people, in addition to the temperature, seem
to cool down

Faces on the street somehow smile more,
as does the face looking in the mirror. Less
agitated, less heated are the temperaments.
It goes without saying that winters are Karachi’s honeymoon period. The mercury will
climb higher in the months to come. We all
know it. That’s the reality. But when have
reality checks ever stopped anyone from
enjoying the moment. So sip that coffee,
drape that shawl tight, wear your jackets
bask in the soft wintry sunshine and enjoy it
while it lasts.
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Women Power,
Deal With Stress

O

ne soul and many roles to play in
life and a woman tries to accomplish all her responsibilities on
time and with perfection. No matter what
your story is but if you are a woman, stress
is not unknown to you. So under stressful
situations a woman only has two choices either let stress get you or fight against it and
kick it away from your life. Below are a few
ways to relieve stress from your life.
•
Eat Right: Eat fresh fruits and
vegetables and drink loads of water.
Reduce caffeine and sugar from your
diet but a chocolate sometimes also
helps to reduce stress level.
•

•
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Mental Vacation: Take time out for
yourself and move to a quiet corner
of your house or sit on a bench in a
park. Close your eyes and relax and
take a few deep breaths.
Exercise: The most obvious way to
beat sress is to exercise. So aim for

30 minutes of exercise at least three
times a week. Even a 15 minutes
walk helps relieve stress.
•

Good sleep: Sleep is another way
to relieve stress. Get enough sleep so
that your body refuels for the next
day. Without proper sleep, you will
not able to fight stress. So sleep
well.

•

Find a hobby or sport: Do something that is just for yourself, choose
hobby or a sport that you enjoy doing. This way you will able to make
time for yourself.

•

Organize your life: Organize all
your duties and tasks in life. Such
organization will bring not only a
sense of control but also peace of
mind Clutter in life brings more
stress in life.

•

Reduce cell phone and Internet
use: try to shield yourself from cell
phones and Internet as much as you
can. This will help in blocking some
of the channels of stress and help
you relax.

•

Include Vitamin B in your diet:
Vitamin B help in proper functioning
of the brain and nervous system nad
proper functioning of brain helps to
do work in a more organizing way.
When works is done in an organized manner stress levelling life will
automatically reduce. Vitamin B is
found in grains, beans, peas, nuts,
liver, eggs and dry products.

Being woman is a gift, enjoy it and enjoy
life. Relax, spend some time on yourself
and then love the change in your stress-free
life. Enjoy the spirit, beauty, patience, abilities, time-management in your life. Its time
to say no to stress.
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Across Pakistan
An Insight To The 10 Things Worth Noticing
While Travelling Across

E

xotic beauty, captivating landscapes,
welcoming people and cherishable
memories, it’s not anywhere else but
Pakistan I’m talking about. This is what a tour
across Pakistan brings you. Not just this, it
gives you an insight to the rich cultural heritage of Pakistan, the diversity of its traditions
and an experience unforgettable. You set on
road from Karachi to Lahore, Islamabad
and the northern areas and all you get is an
experience of a life time. I set on this epic
journey late in December from the Karachi
superhighway. Destined to reach Lahore as
my first prime destination, I took several stops
at various stops in Sindh and Punjab includ-
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ing an overnight stay at Bahawalpur. Sounds
crazy but it’s true, Pakistan throughout is
lain with exotic beauty. Every region has a
specialty, every district has a history, a legend
or an object associated with it. There were
countless such legends, innumerable traditions
experienced and oodles of specialties seen on
the tour. Even if one does not go deep into the
cities that happen to fall by on the routes, the
highways surroundings and the behaviours
of the people at service stations speak of their
traditions and lifestyles. Here’s a compilation
of the 10 things worth noticing if you travel
by road across Pakistan. And yeah, if you do,
don’t forget to take the essentials i.e. a camera,

a tissue box, a hairbrush and an additional
shirt.

Rohri Mountains:
Travel 6 hours or a little above straight from
Karachi through Sindh and the first and
perhaps the only worth photographing landscapes are the rohri mountains. A 5 minutes
drive through them seems too little to cherish
their beauty. Actually stratified limestone
rocks, an outcome of neotectonic movements
have become a centre of attention for tourist
passing through. Anyway, whatever sort of
movement to whichever type of rocks was not
what forced me to stopping the car and photo-
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graphing the landscapes, it was rather their unusual shape, the captivating yellowish brown
colour and the curving road in between.

CNG Stations:
Provided the current situation of fuel availability in Pakistan one of the frequent, irritating
and painful sites observed when you travel
across Pakistan is the repetitive long queue of
cars at CNG Stations. There were instances
where the queues continued for as long as
2 kilometres or more. The situation was the
same throughout the tour. So make sure when
you set on such a long journey, your car at
least supports running on both petrol and
CNG.

Sugar Rice & Fertilizer Industries:
If its late night and you see hundreds and
thousands of lights suddenly in a limited
space, know that you are crossing either of the
two largest fertilizer manufacturing companies
of Pakistan. If you suddenly see either side
of the road lined with hundreds of tractor
trolleys loaded with sugar cane, know that
Pakistan’s largest sugar manufacturers are
nearby. The fertilizer industries are a worth
noticing site while the sugar cane factories
are to be cautious of. You never know when a
trolley might make a wrong turn.

The Regional Specialties:
Cross Kherpur, you’ll see oodles of date trees
and banana hedges spread on acres of land.
Come Shikarpur, countless stalls of the world
famous Shikarpuri pickle embellish the side
roads. Reach Sukkur, the traditional coloured
bed linen better known as Rillis are seen on
sale for at least a kilometre. Continue the journey and there will be countless more regional
specialties awaiting your acknowledgement.
Some other include the cotton fields of the
southern Punjab, sugar cane fields spread
across the northern Sindh and southern Punjab etc. the pleasure of these trips is doubled
if you actually buy and eat these specialties.
They are also a perfect gift for people awaiting
your return and trust me they are cheaper in
cost .

Brick Hearths:
Brick hearths, a constant source of pollution,
child labour but exotic beauty owing to its red
shades amid the lush green and yellow fields
of crops is another site worth noticing. You
miss photographing one; you’ll see another
one in no less than 10 minute. Just in case
there is not one in the given duration, reconsider the direction you are going in ‘cause you
might have taken a wrong turn.
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10 tractor trolleys overloaded with sugar cane
are seen overturned in between on the sides
and toppled from bridges between northern
Sindh and upper Punjab region. The trolleys
are loaded such that the sugar cane sticks
hang out of their limits and impose extreme
threat to night drivers. The overturned one’s
may not be visible until too close to avoid any
adverse circumstances so a pre-encounter caution is a must.

The Sindh & Punjab
Highways:
Sugar Cane Trawlers
Overturned:
Not actually a site to relish but a view to be
cautious of and take lesson from. No less than

Rough, dark, unruly and deserted, these are
the highways of Sindh. With a maximum
two lane capacity and countless unexpected
deep holes in the mid of the motorway, the
sind motorway seeks for an increased cautious
driving. Smooth, multilane, under complete

highway police surveilliance and embellished
like a metropolitan city road, this is the Punjab highway. So comfortable that the passengers need to be cautious that the driver might
fall asleep while driving.

Pattoki Flowers:
Located a little more than 42 kilometres away
from Lahore, Pattoki is the hub of flower
industry in Pakistan. Cross the highway of
Pattoki and one sees both sides embellished
with flowers of all sorts and colours. Roses being the specialty are the most abundant. These
flowers are a must buy on the return trip.

Kallar Kahar Mountains:
If I was to name one place apart from the
northern areas that had captivating beauty, it
would be the Kallar Kahar Mountain ranges.
It was foggy when we crossed the interchange
and the scenery seemed clear of everything
until suddenly amid the fog appeared mountains of enchanting splendor. The road curves
dangerously through the mountains. Ups and
downs, sharp curves, wild life and smooth
motorway, a perfect idea of camping vacation.

The Landscapes & Snow:
All of that said above, all the beauty
explained and the admiration expressed is
nothing, absolutely nothing in comparison
to the beautiful landscapes of the lower
topa, upper topa, murree, nathiagali etc. just
in case you are travelling in winter season,
you would undoubtedly want to stop by
every snow cover and play around. It’s all
picture perfect!
There were obviously a lot more sites to
remember, cherish and photograph, but the
ten listed are so far the best and most notifying
ones. So next when you are travelling by road
across Pakistan, expect the unexpected.
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Origin of the
human being

T

he human being consists of two aspects – one an immortal spirit and another
of a mortal body. The flesh comes like a gift of the mother Earth and the spirit
of the God. We dedicate excessively big attention to the first one, but nearly
nothing to the latter one; and sometimes we even forget that it exists. However, there is
a saying that a shirt is always closer to the body than a coat.
Our planet was developed within the process of evolution - step by step. Millions
of suns originate in the nebula and disperse into the space. When we see them on
the night sky, we call them the stars. On their long way across the space planets were
created from the stardust around them, like around our Sun. Millions of years passed
until life could be developed on our Earth. First, it was born in water; only then did it
arise up on the surface and gradually populated it. Within many thousands of years,
miscellaneous animals were developed as well as several hundred thousands sorts of
plants. By adaptation in various climatic conditions every area got its individual, nonrepetitive look. This did not happen by itself - but everything, even the smallest flower,
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was created... by someone... And this
work had lasted for ages.
When the perfect one among the
animals - the Primate came to life during
the “evolution” with a sufficiently perfect
body, then it was time to furnish this body
with a spirit - a human spirit. Man learned
to handle it well and took care of it. The
monkey’s body got flatter by the human
spirit’s conduct and it became nicer - it
transformed into a gentle shape. Thus, the
first records of our human body appeared.
To explain the origin of the human
spirit, we have to try to describe the
Divine Creation at least in a metaphoric
way. It’s far greater than it is possible to
imagine. The whole material universe is
only a slight part of it on its border. The
Creation has innumerable quantity of levels and the range between each of them is
colossal. Perhaps we might compare it to
a temperature change, if we could travel
from Earth to the Sun. And every extra
level containing the whole worlds is even
more admirable; the God’s emanation is
even stronger. But God is much greater
than His Creation. He is like a painter and
His Creation is like a picture He made.
But the painter is more then a picture. The
Love emanating from Him creates and
nourishes the whole Creation all the time.
The divine beings were formed first with
closest touch with the Creator. The divine
emanation cools itself off by being more
and more distant and it gives prospects for
creation of other forms of beings, which
could otherwise not exist in such strong
vibrations. From the cooled emanation
other and other divine beings are formed
and the emanation gets even cooler again.
Thus, other levels of beings originate, as
well as the realms of angelical worlds.
Each of those beings was created as a perfect and conscious entity. But the emanation is, even after multiple cooling periods,
yet very strong and it still gives a possibility to produce another life. It is a niche of
the human spirit’s origin, which was not
created as the awaken one, but to whom a
possibility was given to achieve this. Each
spiritual spark that wanted to achieve this
awakeness received a spiritual body from
the Creator and hence independent beings
came to life. However, the spiritual spark
contained the full knowledge and perfection, the being that had been created from
it was unconscious, because it didn’t live
its own life, it didn’t know anything about
its primeval perfection.
In order to let human spirits come to
the point of their consciousness - awakeness, they must descend down into the
material world, which was created from
the emanation of the Divine Creation.
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By going through every level, the human
spirit puts on other bodies, which make it
possible for it to stay in the new environment. In the present time, we are able to
take a photo of the heaviest bodies. We
call them astral bodies and their emanation is called aura. Depending on the
situation that attracts the human spirit
and what sorts of experience it wants, it
chooses such parents that it deems best for
its purpose. It happens in the middle of a
pregnancy when the spirit enters into the
material body. As a child - after the birth,
it learns ways how to command the body
and it gradually becomes familiar with the
world around. When the child grows up, a
spiritual strength opens up in him (or her)
and he enjoys life in its fullness.
Having experienced various life situations in the material world, the spirit
develops its knowledge and, in fact, recreates itself. It becomes what it learned
through its experience. To make this possible, the oneness of the material world is
separated into a duality of contradictions:
pleasure - sorrow, happiness - misfortune,
good - evil, warm - cold, a lot of - a little...
For the total knowledge it is necessary to
take a look at both these contradictions.
How could we otherwise realise the feeling of success if we have never encountered a failure? Or how can we know what
is nice if we have never met an ugly thing?
The depth of our laughter shelters the innermost profundity of our biggest sorrow.
Without it, our laughter has a low bottom.
We encounter pain in order to learn to
forgive; we encounter misery only to be
thankful for moments of affluence... Thus,
we are slowly able to feel and wake up the
spirits in us.
The difference between the spirit and
the body is similar to the difference between the player and a figure in a computer game, with which the player plays. The
figure dies, but the player does not. On
the contrary, the player’s abilities expand
by the knowledge he learns throughout
the game. Our lives are similar to such a
game. Everyday we pass through various
such game „levels” - situations of various
difficulties; the way we solve them contributes to our strength, or reduces it. The
more „points” we obtain, the better is our
ability to solve more difficult situations.
Whoever already has something, the
more be given to him; and whoever does
not have anything, even the little that he
has will be taken away from him. If man
will not recognise his spiritual source
and will identify himself only with the
material body and intellectual knowledge,
if his desires will only cover the material
level, he will forever stay attached to the

material world. And unless he does not
know anything about his spirit (of which
he is actually formed), he remains spiritually blind and deaf, unable to return to
lighter spheres. Even in case he graduated
from three universities and is a reputable
expert, it does not matter. The knowledge
he learned will be lost with death of the
body, because it is dependent on the material brain. Only those spheres will stay
behind which human beings spiritually
experienced and became aware of with
their feelings.
Do not be like the one who went to
study an expensive education only to
obtain important knowledge and in cheap
amusement forgot the reason why he had
left and never returned home. Treasures of the whole world, too, cannot be
compared with home of the human spirit.
Please do not imagine the divine worlds
to be too earthly like a heaven where there
is nothing to do except sitting on a cloud
and drink calyx of immortality and enjoy
doing it with family and friends who came
back to life. It would be absurd! Now we
live in the three-dimensional world, which
has its height, width and depth. The
fourth dimension is time. In the world of
higher levels the time does not exist and
the past and the future exist simultaneously in the presence. In the world of even
much higher levels neither the time nor
space do exist, although they are latently
present in the whole omnipresent oneness. The origin of human spirit belongs,
however, to even higher levels, but it is
not easy to profoundly describe this by
our human language. It’s impossible. And
each higher level is far more perfect than
any lower one and it has an incomparable
quality of higher sorts.
If these words say nothing to you, you
will surely understand them when we
explain the difference among dimensions
on lower levels. Let us compare our threedimensional world with the two-dimensional one, which has only the height and
width. It is like a picture with one area
only. You can explain anything to a figure
of man drawn in this two-dimensional
world - it will never understand you.
Likewise, our three-dimensional human
brain cannot comprehend a more dimensional divine world of the spirit. That
can be only done if it is perceived by the
spirit, which is a more natural way to do
for human beings, although they probably
forgot it. So let’s recognise the fact that
our rational limitations are tight; let’s get
rid of all those naive ideas and let’s live
awaken like spirits and let’s remember we are the spirits!
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Tactics for Turning
Worry into
Problem-Solving

W

orrying can be helpful when it
spurs you to take action and
solve a problem. But if you are
preoccupied with ‘what ifs’ and worst-case
scenarios, worry becomes a problem. Unrelenting doubts and fears can be paralyzing.
They can sap your emotional energy, send
your anxiety levels soaring and interfere
with your daily life. But chronic worrying
is mental habit that can be broken. You can
train your brain to stay calm and look at life
from a more positive perspective.
You have mixed feelings about your worries. On one hand, your worries are bothering you, you can’t sleep and you can’t get
these pessimistic thoughts out of your head
But there is a way these worries make sense
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to you. For example, you think :
•
May be I will find a solution.
•
I don’t want to overlook anything.
•
If I keep thinking a little longer, may
be I will figure it out.
•
I do not want to be surprised.
•
I want to be responsible.
You have a hard time giving up on your
worries because, in a sense, your worries
have been working for you.
Constant worrying takes a heavy toll. It
keeps you up at night and make you tense
and edgy during the day. You have feeling
like a nervous wreck. So why is it so difficult to stop worrying ?
On the negative side, you may believe
that your constant worrying is harmful, that

it’s going to drive you crazy or affect your
physical health. Or you may worry that you
are going to lose all control over your worrying, that it will take over and never stop.
On the positive side, you may believe that
your worrying helps you avoid bad things,
prevents problems, prepares you for the
worst or leads to solutions.
Negative beliefs, or worrying about worrying, add to your anxiety and keep worry
going. But positive beliefs about worrying
an be just as damaging. It is tough to break
the worry habit if you believe that your worrying protects you. In order to stop worry
and anxiety for good, you must give up your
belief that worrying serves a positive purpose. Once you realize that worrying is the
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problem, not the solution, you can regain
control of your worried mind.
Telling yourself to stop worrying doesn’t
work, at least not for long. You can distract
yourself or suppress anxious thoughts for
a moment, but you can’t banish them for
good. In fact, trying to do so often makes
them stronger and more persistent.
You can test this out for yourself. Close
your eyes and picture a pink elephant.
Once you can see the pink elephant in your
mind, stop thinking about it. Whatever you
do, for the next five minutes, don’t think
about pink elephants
How did you do? Did thoughts of pink
elephants keep popping in your brain?
Thought stopping backfires because it
forces you to pay extra attention to the very
thought you want to avoid. You always
have to be watching for it, and this very emphasis makes it seem even more important.
But that doesn’t mean there is nothing
you can do to control your worry. You just
need to try a different approach This is
where the strategy of postponing worrying
comes in. Rather than trying to stop or
get rid of an anxios thought, give yourself
permission to have it, but put off thinking
any more about it until later.

Learn to postpone
worrying :
Create a ‘worry period’. Choose a set
time and place for worrying. It should be
the same very day and early enough that
it won’t make you anxious right before
bedtime. During your worry period, you
are allowed to worry about whatever’s in
your mind. The rest of the day, however, is
a worry-free zone.
Postpone your worry. If an anxious
thought or worry comes into your head
during the day, make a brief note of it on
paper and postpone it to your worry period.
Remind yourself that will have time to think
about it later, so there is no need to think
about it right now. Save it for later and
continue to go about your day.
Go over your ‘worry list’ during the
worry period. Reflect on the worries you
wrote down during the day. If the thoughts
are still bothering you, allow yourself to
worry about them, but only for the amount
of time you have specified for your worry
period. If the worries donot seem important any more, cut your worry period short
and enjoy the rest of your day.
Postponing worrying is effective because
it breaks the habit of dwelling on worries in
the present moment. Yet there is no struggle to suppress the thought or judge it. You
simply save it for later. As you develop the
ability to postpone your anxious thoughts,
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you will start to realize that you have more
control over your worrying than you think.
Research shows that while you are worrying, you temporarily feel less anxious. Running over the problem in your head distracts
you from your emotions and makes you
feel like you are getting something accomplished. But worrying and problem solving
are two very different things.
Problem solving involves evaluating a
situation, coming up with concrete steps for
dealing with it, and then putting the plan
into action. Worrying, on the other hand,
rarely leads to solutions. No mater how
much time you spend dwelling on worstcase scenarios, you are no more prepared to
deal with them should they actually happen
Distinguish between solvable and unsolvable worries. If a worry pops into your
head, start by asking yourself whether the
problem is something you can actually
solve. The following questions can help :
•
Is the problem something you are
currently facing, rather than an imaginary what – if ?
•
If the problem is an imaginary whatif, how likely is it to happen? Is your
concern realistic?
•
Can you do something about the
problem or prepare for it, or is it of
your control?
Productive, solvable worries are those
you can take action on right away (for
example, if you are worried about your bills,
you could call your creditors to see about
flexible payment options). Unproductive,
unsolvable worries are those for which there
is no corresponding action.
If the worry is solvable, start brainstorm-

ing. Make a list of all the possible solutions
you can think of. Try not to get too hung
up on finding the perfect solution. Focus
on the things you have the power to change,
rather than the circumstances or realities
beyond your control.
How you feel is affected by the company
you keep, whether you are aware of it or
not. Studies show that emotions are contagious. We quickly ‘catch’ moods from other
people even from strangers who never speak
a word. The people with whom you spend
a lot of time have an even greater impact on
your mental state.
Keep a worry diary. You may not be
aware of how people or situations are affecting you. May be this is the way it has
always been in your family or you have
been dealing with stress so long that it feels
normal. You may want to keep a worry
diary for a week or so. Every time you start
to worry, jot down the thought and what
triggered it. Over time, you will start to see
patterns.
Spend less time with people who make
you anxious. Is there someone in your
life who drags you down or always seems
to leave you feeling stressed. Think about
cutting back on the time you spend with
that person or establish healthier relationship boundaries. For example, you might
set certain topics off-limits, if you know that
talking about them with that person makes
you anxious.
Choose your confidantes carefully. Know
who to talk to about situations that make
you anxious. Some people will help you
gain perspective, while others will feed into
your worries, doubts and fears.
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